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The Second Mountain
Volume 1 of the Barefoot With Jesus Trilogy is inspired
by a true story. Abbey, an art student, dreams of a
supernatural encounter with our Lord while
unconscious from a car accident. Experience a
personal relationship with Jesus and see biblical truth
within this third edition of the 2007 novel. This newly
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edited text is easier to read without additional
Scripture. Bible verses are between chapters and as
Jesus teaches. The cover is redesigned with an
illuminated Adirondacks summit profile photo of
Rocky Mountain in Inlet, New York. This is a living
testimony for everyone: Christians and all believers,
and those who have no particular faith. Listen to Jesus
as He speaks clearly to the heart of every dearly
loved Reader. He is waiting with open arms. Are you
ready?

Hope Returns
Get all four books in this compelling Christian
historical romance series, including a Carol award
finalist! Get FOUR full-length novels at a substantial
discount over their individual prices. A Pony Express
Romance (Book 1) After growing up as an orphan,
Josiah English wants nothing more than to have his
own ranch and raise Arabian horses. Riding for the
Pony Express seems like the ticket to his dream. And
when he meets the stationmaster’s beautiful sister, it
seems he may be within reach of the happy life he
craves. Mara Reid is thrilled to finally meet the man of
her dreams, and the fact that they both want to raise
horses in the Sweetwater River valley seems like
confirmation straight from God. But when the Express
shuts down and Mara's family home is in peril, the
danger looming over Mara's life may not be half as
destructive as that threatening her heart. A Rocky
Mountain Romance (Book 2) The Wyoming mountain
country seems like the perfect place for Zeche Reid to
find himself. When a blizzard sends him scrambling
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for cover, he stumbles upon a lady and her professor
father holed up in a remote cabin. His protective
instincts won't let him desert them, especially when
the father’s haunting memories from the War of
Secession put his daughter’s safety at risk. Fighting
her own nightmares after the war, Gretta Michelly is
trying to settle into this rugged mountain land, but
her bad memories are nothing compared to the
demons that haunt her father. The haven they’ve
found in these Rocky Mountains seems to be the
solace he needs to find peace—until a mysterious
sojourner appears on their cabin doorstep. As Zeche
is torn between his craving to protect Gretta and the
awful realization that he’s the one putting her in more
danger, he’s forced to make a difficult choice. Even at
the cost of his heart. A Sweetwater River Romance
(Book 3) A Carol Award Finalist Taking flight from their
quiet Pennsylvania town seems like the only way for
Tori Boyd to protect her dearest cousin’s virtue. And
the success of their escape may now depend on the
man she’s been writing letters to for over a year now
in the vast wilds of the Wyoming Territory. Ezra Reid
has finally stepped out from under the shadow of his
older brother and sister, as the success or failure of
the Rocky Ridge stage and telegraph contracts falls
squarely on his shoulders. He's entirely focused on
the work - at least until his mysterious
correspondence partner shows up on his doorstep. As
Ezra takes on the search for a proper situation for Tori
and her cousin, there seem to be no good options for
the ladies. Especially since Tori won't even discuss
the one option that might succeed - marriage. When
the danger chasing the women takes on a form none
of them anticipated, how far will Ezra have to go to
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keep the Tori and her cousin safe? A Mountain
Christmas Romance (Book 4) Stripped of the family so
important to his Viking heritage, Matthias Bjork is now
on the hunt for his sister. Despite combing the entire
Wyoming Territory, he hasn’t found any substantial
leads regarding his sister’s whereabouts, but he has
discovered a most unusual woman. Opal Boyd has
finally found the haven she’s longed for all her life, in
a most unlikely place—working for a German couple
in this remote Wyoming mountain town. She learned
long ago that most men couldn’t be trusted, but the
mountain man boarding with her friends seems to
have the respect and affection of the two people
she’s learned to trust implicitly. When he shares the
magical experience of his family’s traditional Viking
Yule celebration, she can’t help but fall a little more in
love with him each one of the twelve days of
Christmas. But when Matthias’ search for his sister
takes an unexpected twist, Opal is forced to make a
choice that will alter the course of her life—no matter
which answer she chooses.

Grief Quest
Scrap Happy Memories are easy to fill, fun to create
and inspiring to write journals and scrapbooks. These
color filled Scrapbook and Memory Books also make
beautiful gifts filled with heart and soul. Each colored
filled book has photo pages and memory entries.
Lined pages, beautiful photo frames as well as
thematic artwork pertaining to your book's topic is
already provided. Each book's size and length is listed
where it is sold. Most Scrap Happy Books are 40
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pages. So go ahead and fill them and complete them
with a lot of love and a lot of memories. Collect them
all! Create it to make all your own or design it to give
to someone special. Scrap Happy is an easy and fun
way to capture memories with photos, doodling and
scrapbooking in mind. Themed books are available for
travel memories, love memories, wedding and baby
book memories, dog and pet memories, beach
memories, summer vacation memories, Christmas
memories, birthday memories, holiday memories,
school memories and many more. These books are
sold at your local bookseller, Barnes and Noble and
through Amazon.com. Simply search "Scrap Happy"
or "Scrap Happy Memories" in Amazon.com to see all
the color filled themed books. A Few Other Titles:
Summer Vacation Travel Rome I Love London The
Queen, The King Be My Valentine Happy Birthday My
Summer Vacation Reading Log It's a Girl! Daughters
are Precious It's a Boy! Seashore Memories The Candy
Shoppe I Love Coffee Let's Have Some Tea and Talk
About the Good Things in Life For more titles, visit
Amazon.com and search "Scrap Happy" or "Scrap
Happy Memories."

Light in the Mountain Sky
What starts out as a seemingly impossible dream
conceived as a teenager, turns into John's personal
quest to stand on top of the highest point of every
state in the United States of America. He almost
accomplished his dream, but on a high ridgeline on
his 44th mountain, he was struck by a bolt of
lightning in the midst of a freak storm. The fear that
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hit him at that moment prevented him from ever
climbing another mountain again. Many challenges
and obstacles faced John during his adventures, but
he was always able to persevere until that fateful day
on top of Utah when all his highpointing hopes and
dreams were gone in a painful flash of light. This pain
was not only physical, but played on his mental state
as well. This dream that he had worked so hard for
and spent so much time and energy on was taken
away by fears he did not know he had; fears that
were not understood. These fears brought White's
highpointing dream to an abrupt end at the base of
Borah Peak, Idaho's highest mountain just months
after his terrifying experience. 48 Mountains is the
exhilarating story of his quest and a moving reflection
on the nature of fear.

Her Mountain Lover
**Mature Content Warning** Recommended for ages
17+ due to language and sexual content. Cassie
Taylor has issues Much like any other young woman
who turns to a life filled with escorts, hookers, drugdealers, and gangsters. Enter Leonardo Solomon The
hottest guy Cassie has ever seen. The only problem is
he's a scary, intimidating, drug-lord who surrounds
himself with whores, and personal minions. Leo is a
man who does what he wants, and gets what he
wants, and Cassie soon finds herself desperate for his
affection. However, at the same time, his powerful
prowess scares her too much to let him in. Cassie has
a past that still haunts her, a life left behind, but not
forgotten. So when Leo tries to lay claim over Cassie,
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and she refuses him, the game is on

The Heart of Nature or The Quest for
Natural Beauty
In this collection there are one poem by Master Dr.
Javad Nurbakhsh, 17 by Hafez, 16 by Rumi, 5 by Shah
Ni'matullah and 4 by Sa'di'. I died a hundred times
before I learned that when your aroma comes, I live
again. Rumi

Crooked Lines
Josephine Warner is a successful lawyer who has just
been made a full partner in Conway, Patterson &
Warner. Relocating to California to pursue her career,
she has found that she feels right at home close to
the ocean. Her world is turned upside down when an
old friend calls from Colorado Springs, asking Jo to fly
out to defend her brother, who has been charged with
murder. Although Jo is confident that Ian is innocent,
the circumstantial evidence against him is
overwhelming. Her life becomes more complicated
when an old flame shows up in town, making it clear
he wants Jo back. Conflicted about her feelings toward
Matt, she throws herself into defending Ian and
becomes more involved with her client's case than
she ever anticipated.

48 Mountains
Shadows of the Mountain
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Reproduction of the original.

Strawberry Wine
Theia North never believed in writer's block until after
her first romance novel was on the NYT Best Sellers
List. Pressure mounted and she couldn't seem to find
the words for her next book. On a deadline, and with
her sister's encouragement, Theia rents out a cabin in
Montana for solitude and inspiration. Elliot Asher has
no idea Theia's an author when he sees her
wandering around the snowy woods talking to herself.
Curious he follows the beautiful, but quite possibly
insane woman without being seen. Her words of
romance and love strike something deep inside his
shielded heart. Fascinated with her, Elliot intends to
find out if the woman is truly mad by taking on the
role of her imaginary man. When Theia meets the
very real and very alive hero from inside her head,
she doesn't know whether to embrace the
phenomenon or check herself into therapy. It will be a
Christmas that neither will ever forget.

The StarQuest
"Every so often, you meet people who radiate
joy--who seem to know why they were put on this
earth, who glow with a kind of inner light. This inner
peace, David Brooks reveals, comes not from a life of
self-centered achievement but a life of
interdependence and commitment to others. In The
Second Mountain, David Brooks explores the four
main commitments that define a virtuous and
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meaningful life: to a spouse and family, to a vocation,
to a philosophy or faith, and to a community. Our
personal fulfillment ultimately depends on how well
we choose and execute these commitments. We have
taken individualism to the extreme, Brooks argues,
and in the process we have torn the social fabric in a
thousand different ways. In The Second Mountain,
Brooks gives us the tools to repair our fractured
society, and shows what can happen when we put
commitment-making at the center of our lives." -back cover.

Me & You Plus Two
Reaching the summit of Everest is a great
achievement; getting down safely is even greater.
Until 1996 one climber would die out of six, most of
the time during their descent. Hugo Rodriguez
Barroso proudly waved the Mexican flag on the top of
the world on May the 23rd of 1997, at 2:12 p. m.
Hugo became at that moment the first athlete in the
world to accomplish the huge challenges of long
distance swimming and mountain climbing: the solo
swim of the English Channel and the summit of Mount
Everest, a conqueror of both sea and land. After
reaching the summit Hugo faced an unpredicted
situation of extreme survival under difficult
circumstances: with no oxygen, no tent, no sleeping
bag at 28,000 feet caught in a storm that would take
the temperature down to 49 F below zero. From Camp
Four the news spread across the mountain all the way
down to Base Camp and to the world; Hugo had
perished, no one had ever survived a single night at
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such altitude under such conditions. Back in 1996
several climbers had been trapped in South Col to die
in an event still considered the greatest tragedy in
History of Everest. But the unthinkable happened,
something never ever seen before. In a journey into
himself that at times verged on delirium, Hugo not
only survived one whole night above 28,000 feet in
Everest but, near dawn, he climbed down to Camp
Four, which for any other individual would have been
impossible to perform after being at extreme altitude
for more than 34 hours. Was it his willpower, his
determination or his impeccable training? Or was it an
exercise of certainty? Perhaps none of the above
would have occurred if at the time he hadn't managed
to become one with the mountain. While Hugo, a
brave Mexican and human being, goes on the tale of
his climb to the highest mountain in the world, we will
be led along an experience that for sure will invite us
to reflect, and certainly, to make us become one with
Everest."

Life with an Accent
Young widow Joanna Watson is struggling to make a
new home for her five-year-old son, Samuel, in the
little mountain town of Settler's Fort. When she
returns home from work to find Samuel and the
woman watching him missing, with no lawman in
town, she enlists a man she prays has enough
experience in this rugged country to help. Isaac
Bowen wants nothing more than a quiet, invisible life
in these mountains, far away from the bad decisions
of his past. But he has a strong suspicion of who's
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behind the kidnapping, and if he's right, he knows all
too well the evil they're chasing. As they press on
against the elements, Joanna fights to hold on to
hope, while Isaac knows a reckoning is coming. They
find encouragement in the tentative trust that grows
between them, but whether it can withstand the
danger and coming confrontation is far from certain in
this wild, unpredictable land.

The Prophet
In 2007, a student tried to visit his family hiking up
the Himalayas. He was never to be found. Two years
later, another student, Karma attempted to visit his
parents in the Himalayas; only to find himself lost in
the middle of hundreds of deserted mountains, alone,
trying to find his way home across the Crystal
Mountains Filled with suspense and mystery, Climbing
Beyond Crystal Mountain is a true story about the
journey of a lost Himalayan kid. "This book is a
fascinating glimpse into an unimaginably remote area
of Nepal, its flora and fauna and terrain, the spiritual
significance of the Crystal Mountain of the Dragon
Roar, and the culture of the resilient people who live
there. The author's trip was not merely a harrowing
physical journey, but also a spiritual journey on which
he rediscovered his true self. He ends with the
statement that his home is his soul." -Alexandra

Freedom in the Mountain Wind
Lizzie O'Malley is back with a purpose in life. Still
flighty and unpredictable, she knows that loving and
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losing Teagan Gallagher has changed her life forever.
As she navigates her new life in Boston as a full time
working mother, she promises herself she will never
fall in love again. But can she keep that promise after
meeting Nick Sawyer, the gorgeous Texan who has
fallen for her? Follow Lizzie to Ireland where she
struggles with tragedy and rediscovers herself all over
again.

Life's Quest
Sufi Love Poetry
HOPE. It flickers in the hearts of hurting people
everywhere who ask: Can I break from my painful
past? Why am I so anxious all the time? Is my pain too
deep to be reached? Will I ever wake up to different
tomorrows? Whether we face heartache every day, or
we've locked away our wounding memories, our
experiences shape our thoughts, our motivations, our
actions, and our health. The Heart Healer knows
exactly where these places of pain are, and He is
ready to act on our behalf. Prepare to be astounded
by His availability to you and His readiness to show
you the path to peace. True stories shared in this
book will show you how a simple prayer can bring
profound results in your life and the lives of others.

I Love Daisy
Travel Back in Time to the Q'ntana Before The
MoonQuest Here, in the midst of a brutal tyranny, a
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legend would not dieof the Heart of the Star and of
the Fair One who would rekindle it to bring peace to
the land. Soon to Be a Major Motion Picture! "Leaves
you turning every single page, hungry for more!" –
David Michael, author of The United Series
“Compelling!” – Karen Vaughan, author of Dead to
Writes

Mountain Man
"Hidden Mountain Secret Garden: a theological
contemplation on prayer" helps the reader discover
the riches of mental prayer in the Catholic Tradition.
In fact, the images of the "Hidden Mountain" and the
"Secret Garden" are ancient metaphors for
contemplative prayer, a kind of prayer that begins
and ends in faith. This book is especially for those
whose prayer is a search for the loving eyes of One
who has conquered death. This kind of prayer beholds
the wonder of Christ's living but hidden presence in
one's highest thoughts and most noble aspirations as
well as in one's instinctual urges and deepest
longings. The ecstasy of this kind of prayer extends
beyond even the vast unexplored horizons of the
human heart and opens to an immensity of such
excessive mercy that all else is forgotten -- and only
love remains. The whole world needs this love: it is
the secret garden, the hidden mountain, the
inexhaustible riches only prayer knows and an excess
of grace only prayer can make known. This is why
Blessed John Paul II told the Church not to be afraid to
open wide the doors of our hearts to Christ and it is
why He told the young people of the world to be
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proud to proclaim the Gospel of the Lord. For those
brave souls who have faithfully open their hearts to
the Lord through this discipline of this kind of prayer,
every Christian owes you a debt of gratitude. For
those who want to join them, this work encourages
you along the way -- for the journey you endeavor is
at once the most perilous, the most heart-rending and
the most wonderful adventure this world has ever
known. "Dr. Anthony Lilles has authored an
introduction to prayer that is inspiring and
encouraging. For those desiring to pray this is a
resource that is full of practical advice - written simply
and attractively. This book bears the mark of a man husband, father and teacher - who is not only imbued
with the wisdom of the Saints, but who has also,
through his own prayer, learned how all of us can,
through prayer, foster faith in and love for Jesus and
his Gospel." THOMAS G. WEINANDY, O.F.M., CAP.
Executive Director for the Secretariat for Doctrine
United States Conference of Catholic Bishops This is a
wonderful book. I've taught spiritual theology many
years and I wish I had had this text use. In fact, I wish
I had written this book. It is scriptural, patristic,
historical, theological, mystical, experiential and user
friendly. Dr. Lilles takes us through the spiritual
journey of prayer, citing Fathers and doctors, saints
and even sinners to guide us on our Christian way
toward contemplation. Weaving many themes into a
harmonious whole, he opens up the life of
contemplation for all Christians, our baptismal
birthright in a way that is accessible and attractive.
This is a book one will read more than once. FR. GILES
DIMOCK, O.P., S.T.D University Parish of St. Thomas
Aquinas At the University of Virginia In this book we
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find the real meat of the new evangelization. The
church in America will not be renewed by "facts about
Jesus" but only through one's choice to let Christ
reach the heart and change it from within. It is an
ancient message received by only few: Do not be
afraid of letting go of what now defines you. Let Christ
tell you who you are. Dr. Lilles is one of the ablest
guides to lead us through to such a choice. Will I stay
with knowledge about Jesus or will I enter the garden
of prayer and finally come to know Him!! Do not be
afraid to be loved, read this book. DEACON JAMES
KEATING, PH.D, Institute for Priestly Formation,
Omaha, NE

Wyoming Mountain Tales: Books 1 - 4
Ingrid Chastain readily agreed to accompany her
father to deliver vaccines to a mining town in the
Montana Territory. She never could have anticipated a
terrible accident would leave her alone and badly
injured in the wilderness. When rescue comes in the
form of a mysterious mountain man who tends her
injuries, she's hesitant to put her trust in this quiet
man who seems to have his own wounds. Micah
Bradley left his work as a doctor after unintentionally
bringing home the smallpox disease that killed his
wife and daughter. But his self-imposed solitude in
the wilds of Montana is broken when he finds Ingrid in
desperate need of medical attention, and he's forced
to face his regret and call on his doctoring skills once
again. Micah can't help but admire Ingrid's tenacious
determination despite the severity of her injuries,
until he learns the crate she brought contains
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smallpox vaccines to help quell a nearby outbreak.
With Ingrid dead set on trekking through the
mountains to deliver the medicine--with or without his
help--he has no choice but to accompany her. As they
set off through the treacherous, snow-covered Rocky
Mountains against all odds, the journey ahead will
change their lives more than they could have known.

Saint’s Progress
Rachel Thompson and Ben Brady were high school
sweethearts who thought they'd be together forever,
but they broke up after going off to rival colleges.
Now, almost twenty years later, Rachel is a teacher
and a divorced mother of seven-year-old, Abby. She
hardly has time to reminisce about her high school
love, but that all changes in a blink of an eye. Ben is a
divorced father of seven-year-old Noah, and they
recently moved into the Clarkston school district
where Rachel teaches second grade. When Ben and
Noah walk into Rachel's classroom for the first time,
her world turns upside down. As Rachel and Ben forge
a new relationship, they must navigate around their
exes and Noah's objections to their friendship. Even if
Noah comes around, will Rachel get past the hurt Ben
caused her all those years ago? Life was much
simpler when it was just the two of them, but what
will happen now that it'sMe & You Plus Two! Me & You
Plus Two is Susan Coventry's seventh contemporary
romance novel. For fans of sweet and sexy romance
with a touch of humor.

The Heart Healer
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In this compelling sequel to Power Quest Book One:
America's Obsession with the Paranormal, S. Douglas
Woodward reveals the hidden history of Nazi
infestation of American institutions after World War II.
Beginning with the 1952 flying saucer flap over the
nations capital and concluding with the CIA's
clandestine mind control agenda of the 1950s-1970s,
the reader is confronted with highly charged and
seldom known facts. The story centers on America's
erstwhile alliance with German fascism linked to the
infamous personalities of Hitler's Nazi Party who
escaped the war crimes trials at Nuremberg. In this
second volume of Power Quest, The Ascendancy of
Antichrist in America, Woodward brings to the reader
the recently declassified proof our America has often
shunned its most noble ideals. The author uncovers a
vast record of unethical and deceptive Federal
activities committed in Washington's darkened
corridors of political power. Woodward condenses
mountains of highly reliable research compiled by
authoritative investigative journalists and insiders
along with his own well-turned analysis,
demonstrating that the political and spiritual evil of
Nazism was often excused and encouraged by
American officials as part of a blind quest to fight
communism during the Cold War. Woodward makes
no secret of his evangelical perspective. But Power
Quest: The Ascendancy of Antichrist in America is not
a selective proof texting of biblical assertions or a
diatribe against liberal political views. His account is a
factual his-tory that most Americans have never
heard. For conservative Christian readers, Woodward
speaks prophetically - challenging the cherished
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assumption held by political conservatives that
America traditionally takes the moral high ground.
And he poses an alternative view to the typical
eschatological position, asking "Could America be the
seat of power for a literal personage the Bible calls
Antichrist?"

Hope's Highest Mountain (Hearts of
Montana Book #1)
Nate Long has always watched over his identical twin
brother, Aaron, even when it put him on the wrong
side of the law. When Aaron is wounded in a shootout,
the brothers are taken to Settler's Fort to recover. As
Nate works to make reparations for their past, he
marvels at the nursing Aaron receives under the care
of a woman with all the reason in the world to resent
him. Laura Hannon knows what it is to start over, and
she knows Nate's newfound faith is real. What she
can't look past is how far he allowed himself to be led
astray by his brother's weaknesses. As a fledgling
trust grows between Nate and Laura, they stumble
upon a mysterious cave in the mountains that may
not be as uninhabited as it seems. While working
together to unravel the secrets surrounding the cave,
will the new lives they seek for themselves include
love, or does too much stand between them?

Once Upon a Christmas
Hamlin Hannibal Garland (1860-1940) was an
American novelist, poet, essayist, and short story
writer. He is best known for his fiction involving hardPage 18/29
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working Midwestern farmers, including the "Middle
Border" series and the "Memoir" series.

An Everest Survivor
A prophet has is about to board a ship home after 12
years in exile, when he is stopped by a group of
people. His teachings to them, discussing love,
marriage, crime, freedom and law among many other
aspects of everyday life, form the 26 poetic essays of
Gibran's work. The work has been a bestseller since
its first publication.

Mail Order Bride: Jade's Journey
By the time he is twelve, Frank Levy understands that
to attain his wishes, he must depend upon himself. In
the young adult edition of Life with an Accent we
meet Levy as a happy toddler oblivious to political
dangers. Seeking safety, in 1936 his family moves
from Germany to the British Mandate of Palestine.
Ten years later they emigrate to America to be with
grandma. Again, Levy must change languages,
cultures, even his name. With every effort to adapt,
he sees that the history we live through matters.

Faith's Mountain Home (Hearts of
Montana Book #3)
Forced to sell and clear her family home, Jade Fern
discovers papers left by her ancestors - including one
portion of a mysterious map. Always ready for
adventure, Jade decides to use what little money is
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left from the sale of the house to travel to Rainbow
Mountain and lay claim to Seth and Constance
MacLeod's abandoned land. Julius Neil, a free-spirited
wanderer, also has reason to believe that the land
belongs to him, but meets his match in the feisty
Jade, who refuses to give up the land. Can the two
find common ground and work things out, or will their
battle end in tears? Sheriff Augustus Gordon and his
wife have a scheme that may provide an answer.

Faith's Mountain Home (Hearts of
Montana Book #3)
The last epic journey before her life changes forever.
Susanna Wilkins will do anything to make her father's
final dream come true, including trek along the path
Lewis and Clark explored into the untamed wilds of
the Rocky Mountains. Every mile is more crucial now
that lung cancer is stealing Pa's last days faster than
she can come to terms with losing him. The journey
becomes harder than she ever expected, but paddling
upriver through fierce rapids and fighting hungry
grizzlies isn't what terrifies her the most. Beaver Tail
endured more than he can stand from the women in
his Blackfoot camp, but the last disaster gave him the
final shove he needed to join this band of brothers
searching for one of their group who's gone missing.
The last thing he expected was to find a white woman
and her sick father stranded at the base of a massive
waterfall. His plan is to help them carry their oversize
canoe and supplies, then leave them to their strange
mission. Yet, the more he learns about the pair, the
more he realizes his life is about to be derailed-again.
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From a USA Today bestselling author comes another
epic journey through breathless landscapes and
adventure so intense, lives will never be the same.

Power Quest, Book Two
Forever Lost
On the shores of Lake Michigan, Rebecca Meyer seeks
escape. Guilt-ridden over her little sister's death, she
sets her heart on India, a symbol of peace. Across the
ocean in South India, Sagai Raj leaves his tranquil hill
station home and impoverished family to answer a
higher calling. Pushing through diverse cultural and
religious milieus, he labors toward his goals, while
wrong turns and bad choices block Rebecca from
hers. Traveling similar paths and bridged across
oceans through a priest, the two desire peace and
their divine destiny. But vows and blind obedience at
all costs must be weighedand buried memories,
unearthed. Crooked Lines, a beautifully crafted debut
novel, threads the lives of two determined souls from
different continents and cultures. Compelling
characters struggle with spirituality through despair
and deceptions in search of truth.

The Quest of Love and Other Poems
"Boomstick. Samurai bat. Motorcycle leather. And the
will to live amongst the unliving. Augustus Berry lives
a day-to-day existence comprised of waking up,
getting drunk, and preparing for the inevitable day
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when "they" will come up the side of his mountain
and penetrate his fortress. Living on the outskirts of a
city and scavenging for whatever supplies remain
since the demise of civilization, Gus knows that his
next visit to undead suburbia could be his last. Not
only does he face a corpse-infested urban hell, human
scavengers, and unending loneliness, but now a new
mystery has risen The undead are disappearing from
the streets. A force is gathering, beyond the mountain
man's wildest nightmares, even more relentless and
terrifying than the roaming tides of dead flesh. And
it's preparing to hunt." -- Back cover.

Poles Apart
Writer's block and a looming Christmas novel deadline
have romance novelist, Sarah Jones, heading for the
other side of the world on a whim.Niklas Toivonen
offers cosy Lapland accommodation, but when his
aging father falls ill, Niklas is called upon to step into
his father's work clothes to make children happy. Red
is quite his color.Fresh off the airplane, a visit to
Santa sets Sarah's muse into overdrive. The man in
red is not only entertaining, he's young-with gorgeous
blue eyes. Much like her new landlord's, she
discovers. Santa and Niklas quickly become objects of
research-for her novel, and her curiosity.Though she's
written countless happily-ever-afters, Sarah doubts
she'll ever enjoy her own. Niklas must find a way to
show her how to leave the pain of her past behind, so
she can find love and faith once more.

Crystal Mountain
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Hope in the Mountain River
The Round Table
Everyone remembers their first love. For me he was
the one that swept me off my feet with just a look and
showed me just how bad it hurts to have a broken
heart. Luke was many years older than me and a
player. His idea of a good time was seeing how many
women he could get to fall into his bed. Needless to
say my heart wasn't the only one broken by him.
Years after he drifted out of my life I still ached for
him. I'm not even sure you could call what I was doing
living after he left. But time continued to move on. I
grew up, got a college degree, and moved to the big
city to escape my life along with the memories of him.
Fates a real bitch though. Just when I thought I could
finally forget the lover who'd destroyed my soul, I
walked head first into his den. I'm a journalist now,
and my first assignment? Covering the opening of
Luke's new tattoo parlor. Like I said, fate. One look
into his blue eyes and I'm remembering drinking
strawberry wine and falling into his bed ready to
forget how easily he walked out of my life. My only
sanity? My best friend and roommate, Jake. He's that
guy that you can always depend on, the one you have
to call your friend because he's just too sweet to be
anything else. There was no doubt I was going to end
up sleeping with Luke, the only question was could
Jake save me from myself when he broke my heart
again. Love wasn't really what I felt for Luke.
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Obsession would be closer to the real truth. I know
he's the worst thing that could ever happen in my life
but he was like chocolate. Once you get a taste you
don't care how bad it is for you, you've got to indulge.

Hidden Mountain, Secret Garden
On the heels of her mother's death, Hope Logan
reluctantly returned to her grandparents' home place
in search of a journal that revealed explosive crimes
and atrocities of the past that had haunted her
grandma for nearly sixty-five years. Bitterness,
unforgiveness, and anger consumed her as she set
out to solve the mystery that surrounded her
grandma's life. The dark evil secret that was
contained in the journal only deepened her
resentment of God. Because of her quest, she came in
contact with many strong believers, especially a
handsome young pastor and three senior citizens. In
that small town in the foothills of the mountains of
North Carolina, Hope's bitterness, unforgiveness, and
anger slowly began to fade in the light of the strong
faith of the young pastor and three senior citizens.
She discovered the true meaning of faith and hope in
Christ in the midst of adversity. Carolyn Digh Griffin, a
native North Carolinian, resides in Waxhaw, North
Carolina, with her husband, Hoyle. She is retired from
Union County Public Schools where she was an
Administrative Assistant to the Assistant
Superintendent. She has two daughters and four
grandchildren who also reside in the Old North State.

The Heart of Thunder Mountain
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This epic journey is not at all what she expected. Joel
Vargas can’t believe he’s lost his older brother in the
wilds of the Rocky Mountains after surviving their
harrowing voyage across the Atlantic. And he can’t
shake the feeling that Adam—his only living
relative—is in dire trouble. No matter what the cost,
he and his band of friends won’t stop until Adam is
found. He’s not sure if two Indian women they meet
on the way will be a help or hindrance. After the
devastating loss of her daughter and husband to a
grizzly attack, Elan is desperate to find an escape
from her grief. As she and her friend journey from
their Nez Perce camp, through the mountains and
toward the great river, a band of white men is the last
thing she expects to find, especially as winter blows in
full force. When the dangers increase, accomplishing
Joel’s mission becomes the only hope for all their
survival. If the elements don’t consume them, Elan
has a feeling life will never be the same for any of
them. From a USA Today bestselling author comes
another epic journey through breathless landscapes
and intense adventure.

Unchosen
This epic journey may seal her fate forever.
Determined to prove her worth, Meksem fiercely
fought to earn her place among the warriors in her
Nez Perce camp. When her half-sister is captured by
an enemy tribe, she refuses to trust the rescue to
anyone else. But her new friends insist on joining her
mission, and she battles between relief and
frustration at their presence. Especially the white man
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who peers at her as if he can see through the face of
the warrior she struggles so hard to maintain.
Spaniard Adam Vargas thrives on adventure wherever
his travels take him. He’s fallen in love with this Rocky
Mountain wilderness, as well as the spotted horses
the Nez Perce tribe raise. His fascination with this
Indian maiden-turned-warrior catches him off guard
though, including the way she seems to be fighting
for more than her sister’s safe return. The journey
proves more perilous than any of the group expects,
and the secret Meksem hides becomes impossible to
conceal. If they live through this mission, the life they
knew will never be the same again. From a USA Today
bestselling author comes another epic journey
through breathless landscapes and intense
adventure.

Climbing the Mountain Barefoot With
Jesus
Love's Mountain Quest (Hearts of
Montana Book #2)
Nate Long has always watched over his identical twin
brother, Aaron, even when it put him on the wrong
side of the law. When Aaron is wounded in a shootout,
the brothers are taken to Settler's Fort to recover. As
Nate works to make reparations for their past, he
marvels at the nursing Aaron receives under the care
of a woman with all the reason in the world to resent
him. Laura Hannon knows what it is to start over, and
she knows Nate's newfound faith is real. What she
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can't look past is how far he allowed himself to be led
astray by his brother's weaknesses. As a fledgling
trust grows between Nate and Laura, they stumble
upon a mysterious cave in the mountains that may
not be as uninhabited as it seems. While working
together to unravel the secrets surrounding the cave,
will the new lives they seek for themselves include
love, or does too much stand between them?
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